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John Deweys book, The Child and The
Curriculum, looks at the process of
education from both perspectives child and
curriculum. Dewey leads the reader to view
the curriculum, what the child must learn,
from the childs present state of mind. He
also considers the teachers point of view as
the vehicle that imparts and delivers the
curriculum. Dewey understood that the
structure of a childs mind is far different
from that of an adult. A child does not have
a framework in which to classify and place
all the information he is receiving. The
child is still developing both the context
and the framework to process information
about the world around him. The childs
interests lie in the world of persons and
relationships as opposed to that of facts and
laws. Dewey identified three factors in the
fundamental divergence between the child
and the curriculum. The childs experience
is narrow and personal, but the world is
vast extending both in space and time. He
sees a unity, wholeheartedness, where the
curriculum is specialized, and divided. The
childs life is practical and focused on
emotional bonds; the curriculum is an
abstract principal of logical classification.
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